The Truth About Addiction
by Michael D. Clark

Myths and misperceptions about substance abuse are legion. Lawyers, judges, and child protective services workers often lack a true understanding of addiction. Yet they must grapple with addiction since 80% of child protection cases involve parental substance abuse.

This article challenges you to see how you feel about addiction. Do you think it’s a disease or a moral choice? It’s easy to see the problems that addiction causes. It’s hard not to blame the addict for those problems. Yet society’s best hope for the children involved is to work with the parents. Understanding addiction is the first step.

Addiction: The Nature of Compulsive Behavior
It is difficult for lawyers, judges, and agency workers to comprehend the compulsive urges of addiction, as most have never personally suffered this malady. A crass, but passable analogy could be made to diarrhea. Consider a scenario where a lawyer admonishes an addicted client to “stop using illicit drugs and alcohol” and “control it.” Compare this to someone experiencing severe abdominal cramping and bouts of diarrhea that are occurring every 15 to 20 minutes. Despite this affliction, this person is then told to begin a 200 mile car journey! In each instance, it would be assumed that the person has the control to carry out instructions.

However, each person would be equally reluctant to follow these directions.

In either situation, one could attempt to “hunker down” and resist the compelling urge for a short time. However admirable the effort, nature will ultimately take its course and win out. So too with the addict. Without a transforming event, the addict knows intimately the next incident of use is “coming” and resigns to this eventuality.

Lawyers, judges, and agency workers need to understand this lack of control that addicted defendants experience. The increase in legal and social sanctions applied to substance abusing parents is based on a questionable assumption that addicted parents choose to be addicted.

Lack of Control: Moral Failure or Disease?
Although the American Medical Association determined addiction to be a disease in 1966, an addict’s control over substance use is hotly debated in our culture. “Moralists” blame the lack of control on a deficient character and call for more responsibility and effort by the addict. Many claim addicts don’t deserve treatment for this problem, believing they are unwilling to lead moral lives and control their behavior and gratification. Those who believe in the disease model understand the lack of control as a blameless condition arising from genetic and environmental influences. Disease proponents believe control (remission) can be found through treatment and intervention and wish our country would approach this as a public health issue.

Ending Compulsive Use: The Critical “Why” and “How” Moralists and disease proponents argue about “why” the addict cannot
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stop using a drug. Yet their true differences lie in the idea of “how” the addict finds the ability to stop. Consider the arguments forwarded by each side. Moralists argue dependency should not be designated a disease because they believe it can be stopped or “cured” by a personal resolve and decision. They contend a drug user can resolve to “make a responsible decision” and end substance abuse.

Upon first review, moralists seemingly make a strong argument. They question the disease designation by comparing it to a “true” disease such as arthritis. No one suffering arthritis can “make a responsible decision” and rid him or herself of this painful disease. Moralists then argue that substance dependency can never be categorized this way because an addict can “dig deep” and make a decision, a profound choice, that will end the florid symptoms and ultimately the personal and familial suffering.

Potential vs. Ability
Disease proponents bristle at this lack of understanding. Their position is that all addicts have the potential (and responsibility!) to become sober but that it is not the same as saying they have the ready ability. They believe the ability comes from the problems and pain an addictive lifestyle piles on the user. Consider that it is only through the external problems and subsequent internal pressures that are created (anxiety, fear, and remorse) that will bring one to abstinence. Simply put, if there were no consequence to someone’s using, there would be no abstinence.

When, and more important how, an addict is finally able to begin abstinence is tremendously complicated. It is an intensely spiritual moment (for some) or a longer process (for others) that defies a “one size fits all” explanation. Disease proponents contend moralists are wrong to believe that all that must occur for an addict to “wake up” is already available. It is not. It must be constructed through many intersections of problems: legal, social, familial, relationship/marital, employment, and financial. Court appearances help increase these “problems” which can speed the end of addiction’s grip.

Listed in a recent report to Congress on substance abuse and child protection,3 interviews were cited with women who successfully completed a substance abuse treatment program in New York City. These mothers often said “Although they initially experienced their CPS referral as intrusive and unfair...the ever present threat that their children would be placed in foster care provided the external pressure to continue in drug treatment.” A Rhode Island program similarly found most of its clients entered treatment primarily because of child welfare mandates and that most clients would not have stayed in treatment without them.

Confrontation, Lying and Deception
Many believe addicts are deceptive and dishonest. These perceptions appear more rooted in fable than fact. William Miller, Ph.D., a respected addictions researcher and clinician reports, “From the research evidence available, the denial hypotheses—that alcoholics or ‘chemically dependent people’ as a class evidence particular personality abnormalities or unusually high levels of certain defenses—is a
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A Tale of 10 Beers
If the daily consumption pattern of all distilled spirits for the adult population in our country were described as 10 beers served to 10 people, the breakdown would be:

3 people would drink none
5 people would share 2
1 person would drink 2
and
1 person would drink 6!
About this series

Think about your caseload...

How many cases involve substance abuse? If research bears true, more than half. Four out of five families in the child welfare system are affected by substance abuse. It is a core problem creating challenges at each stage of a child protection case. The Adoption and Safe Families Act of 1997, with its emphasis on swift permanency for foster children, makes these complex cases even harder.

It may be tempting to give up on these families: “The parents will never finish treatment in time.” “They’ll just use again anyway.” “They made a choice and now they just have to live with the consequences.”

Giving up will be appropriate in certain cases. But giving up without trying stacks the system against those it’s there to help. Giving up perpetuates the problem. This series is about trying.

Four articles are planned:

This issue The first explains what addiction is. Having a clear understanding of addiction will help you enter these cases with an open mind and a belief that a parent can change.

January 2001 The second looks at new approaches to helping drug-abusing mothers. Research reveals drug-abusing mothers have unique needs. Understanding them helps you know what treatment to seek to give the mother the best chance to address her addiction.

February 2001 The third helps you work with drug treatment providers. Different philosophies and professional mandates between legal/child welfare professionals and treatment professionals block progress in these cases. Overcoming differences will help you better serve children and families.

March 2001 The fourth looks at relapse and aftercare issues. Providing aftercare services and other safeguards once a child returns home helps protect against disruption and ensure the reunification is a smooth one.

Funding for this series was provided in part by the David and Lucile Packard Foundation.
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myth.5 Many treatment professionals share this belief.5

The main point is that certain kinds of approaches, generally used by court personnel and “in your face” substance abuse programs—those that are highly confrontational and directive—are likely to evoke reactions in people. When we hurl undesirable labels at clients (“you’re an alcoholic,” “you’re a bad parent”) and clients are then told what they must do, cannot do, or should do, people will react in a predictable fashion. They respond by denying or arguing the accuracy of the description (“no I’m not”) and asserting whatever personal freedom they can (“I don’t have to”). Brehm and Brehm identify this as “psychological reactance” and report it to be a consistent, natural reaction—certainly not something unique to the addictive behaviors.6

Note that drug use, albeit harmful, is not always construed as harmful by the user as it also extends “positive” experiences of euphoria, excitement, and release from boredom and pain. Miller believes the real culprit behind addiction to be ambivalence. This involves the vacillation between loving and hating the vice or problem behavior—the indecisive wrestling between believing one cannot live without a drug of choice and yet knowing one can no longer live with it. Ironically, Miller reports it is this type of ambivalence (good/bad) that will be strongly defended if attacked and is also known to be the toughest type of ambivalence to resolve.

These researchers do not contend that chemically dependant parents will not lie or deceive, only that they do not abnormally do so as a class of defendant. Lewis and Saarni, editors of the book Lying and Deception in Everyday Life, note all persons need to keep intact two important tenets of the human psyche.8 First, that one is a “good” person, and second, that one is “in control” of himself or herself. Behavioral violations of either of these tenets will be defended, generally by self-deception. Court officers are advised not to take an addict’s deception personally. Addicts will often lie to deceive themselves, not others.

These researchers report three reasons humans will lie: (1) to save face (which actually means to protect the two tenets of the psyche, I am “good” and I am “in control”); (2) to avoid punishment—if there is an expected loss of freedom or resources; and (3) to save the feelings—to save the face—of someone we love or care about. Certainly, one or all of these conditions might be present as parents face court action. Court personnel should consider that addicts will often deceive to protect themselves (self-esteem) from injury—not necessarily to make fools of the court or because others are thought to be naive or an “easy mark.”

Stigma, Fear and Disclosure

Drug addicts suffer tremendous stigma. Descriptive labels of “dirty,” “manipulator,” “hostile,” and “liar” are common pejorative characterizations. Add to this the addict’s fear of
Addiction is a Brain Disease—and it Matters

"Not only does acute drug use modify brain function in critical ways, but prolonged drug use causes pervasive changes in brain function that persist long after the individual stops taking the drug . . . . The addicted brain is distinctly different from the nonaddicted brain, as manifested by changes in brain metabolic activity, receptor availability, gene expression and responsiveness to environmental cues . . . that addiction is so clearly tied to changes in the brain structure and function is what makes it, fundamentally, a brain disease."

*Science* (October 3, 1997)
Alan Leshner, Ph.D., Director for the National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA)

-----

**Did You Know?**

“In the alcoholic population itself only 5% are on skid row. At least 95% are employed or are employable; they are estimated to comprise 10% of the nation’s work force. Most of them are living with their families. The vast majority live in respectable neighborhoods, and are housewives, bankers, physicians, sales people, farmers, teachers, and clergy. They try to raise decent children, go to football games, shop for their groceries, go to work, and rake the leaves.”

12 Practice Principles That Build Partnerships

1. Respect defendants as people worth doing business with.
2. Cooperate with the person, not the abuse.
3. Recognize that cooperation is possible even when coercion is required.
4. Recognize all families have signs of safety (e.g., adequately supervising toddlers, checking on younger children playing next door, or setting reasonable curfew hours for teens).
5. Focus on safety.
7. Always search for detail, avoid generalizations. Detailed information—the who, what, where, and when of both negative and positive family functioning—provides for realistic assessments and case plans.
8. Focus on creating small change. Big goals, set way into the future, can frustrate. Try to focus on specific and small “first steps.”
9. Don’t confuse case details with judgments. Time pressures, high caseloads, and poor client/staff relationships can lead to overly harsh judgments that may not fit the information and events. Try to separate “events and information” and “meaning and judgments.”
10. Offer choices . . . avoid unnecessary coercion.
11. Treat the interview as a forum for change.
12. Treat the practice principles as aspirations, not assumptions . . . we don’t always get it right all the time in child law practice.


FROM THE BENCH

Judge J. Robert Lowenbach is a seasoned Colorado juvenile dependency court judge. In this ongoing column, Judge Lowenbach offers tips on handling various child welfare issues.

Notifying Caregivers

Foster parents, preadoptive parents or relatives who are caring for the child provide a rich resource for the court in determining what the child needs. The court should notify the child’s caregiver of any hearing involving the child. Judicial officers should recognize caregivers who attend hearings, thank them for attending and ask if they have anything they would like to say. While some fear that having such persons attend will only delay the child’s case, in practice this has not proven to be true. If the foster parent chooses to be heard, the issue is often one that is important to the daily life of the child that the judge or magistrate would not have otherwise been aware.

You may decide that the required notice should be given by the child welfare agency. It would be very difficult for the court to provide such notice because the notice may not include the caregiver’s last name, address, or other identifying information. If the court were to give notice, a separate and secure file would have to be maintained with the name and address of each child’s caregiver.

—Judge Lowenbach